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MilramX – Automating Data Exchange between Best of Breed 
Operations Tracking and Management Systems 

in the Industrial Enterprise 

Introduction 

Today, most mid-sized manufacturing and industrial distribution systems are using a variety of 

best-of-breed systems to track and manage their operations. Each of these systems has been 

selected to meet the operational needs of the department using it. This is typically as a result of a 

“one-size-fits-all, does every IT function” ERP solution failing to meet the operations tracking 

and management needs of the organization. 

The ERP or accounting system still plays an important role in financial tracking and management 

for the organization but is now supplemented by a number of other systems, as shown above, to 

meet the operational needs of the organization. 

In many organizations these systems are run stand-alone. As a result, much time is wasted in 

duplicate data entry, supplemented by the use of paper forms and Excel spread sheets. This often 

also results in mistakes. Even worse, critical information is not disseminated between 

departments often resulting in inefficient operations and bad management decisions. 

The reason that these systems are run stand-alone is due to the time and cost of implementing 

interfaces between all of these systems. MilramX solves these problems by using an architectural 

design that minimizes the number of Data Transfer Objects (DTOs) which have to written to 

move data between systems. MilramX also provides a platform which provides or automatically 

generates over 90% of the code needed for each DTO. 
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KnarrTek also provides prebuilt interfaces to its BellHawk operations tracking software and its 

KnarrOps decision support software platform, which acts as a repository for all the operations 

tracking and management history.  

As a result, it becomes much more feasible to quickly implement interfaces between multiple 

systems at an affordable cost. These interfaces can be implemented by the KnarrTek team or by 

the client’s own IT department or by consultants, such as those specializing in specific ERP or 

process control systems, or a combination of all of these. 

Solving the Integration Problem 

Just about every operations tracking or management application in the marketplace has some sort 

of interface, be it an ODBC interface to their database or a REST or SOAP web-services 

interface.  

The problem is that if we need to develop software code to exchange data between each of 10 

different systems, then we need to develop 9 Factorial (9x8x7x6x5x4x3x2) =362,880 individual 

interfaces, each typically transferring 20 to 40 different data objects.  

Staring with a clean sheet of paper, experience indicates that it takes about 8 hours to develop 

and test the code for each data object transferred. As a result, it would take nearly 10,000 

programmer years to develop all these interfaces. 

For this reason, we could choose one system, such as the ERP system, and interface all the other 

systems to it. This reduces the number of interfaces to be developed to 9 (in our example) and 

the programmer time will be reduced to about a programmer year (using the same metrics as 

before), which is still a lot of time. 

The big problem with using the ERP system as the central databank is that we are limited by the 

ERP system’s model for how the industrial enterprise operates, which may be fine for some 

enterprises but does not work for most mid-sized manufacturing and industrial distribution 

organizations in the USA, which have very individual needs. 

If, instead, we can conceptually setup a central “database” that contains tables for all the data 

objects that need to be exchanged, within each specific organization, between the different best-

of-breed systems (including the ERP or accounting system, as well as production tracking and 

warehouse management systems) then we only need to develop 10 interfaces (in our example) 

between the 10 systems and the central database, which contains common data objects that the 

enterprise needs exchanging. 

The problem with this is that the central database and all the DTOs would have to be modified 

for each organization, or even when one of the participating systems is changed. 

To solve this problem, MilramX uses an analog of the hub-and spoke system used by airlines. In 

this model passengers fly from their regional airport into a terminal serving that airport. They are 

then moved by shuttle busses, people movers, or just plain walking, to another terminal, where 

they fly to another terminal. 
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The benefits of this organization are: 

1. It decouples arrivals from departures, such that arrivals do not have to be synchronized 

with departures. We do not have to hold up arrivals until they match up with departures, 

which is very useful in bad weather. 

2. They can use standard terminals, which do not have to change, if flights are added or 

cancelled, or if other terminals are added or changed. 

With MilramX, this looks like: 

Here: 

1. We have a terminal database for each system and a set of DTOs that exchange data 

objects between an external system and its terminal database. These terminals can 

typically be developed once (as in the case of BellHawk) and reused multiple times in 

different applications. 

2. A set of interconnect DTOs, which are typically custom to each organization, as they 

reflect the way the organization operates  

In a similar manner to the airlines, the MilramX terminal databases provide a store and forward 

mechanism, which provides a high level of robustness.  

Where the data links to external systems are not reliable, such as communications being over the 

Internet, which can drop message packets if it becomes overloaded, then the MilramX terminal 

database provides a store-and-forward capability, which enables transfers in both directions to be 

retried until successful. This decouples the need for data transfers in and out to both be 

successful at the same time, which is the case when using direct system-to-system transmission 

of data. 

By analogy, this was beautifully illustrated in a recent major snowstorm, where many flights 

were cancelled and delayed. Carriers like American that use a hub-and-spoke network were able 

to recover in a few hours, as the storm swept across the country. In contrast it took Southwest 

airlines several days, to get their point-to-point network rescheduled and up and running again. 
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Code Organization 

One major problem with implementing interfaces between multiple systems is how to organize 

the code.  

If the programmer writes one large body of code this quickly becomes difficult to maintain and 

customize to the needs of each organization. Also, if the code is organized in classical code 

development style as a main program with a hierarchy of subroutines, the resultant code can only 

perform one transfer at a time. 

MilramX, by contrast, organizes its code into a set of Data Transfer Objects (DTOs) which are 

typically responsible for transferring one type of data object between a terminal database and an 

external system or between terminal databases. This enables DTOs to be developed by different 

people at different times and easily modified to meet the evolving needs of each industrial 

organization. 

DTOs are typically written as small Python scripts or .Net code routines, which makes them easy 

to maintain and customize as needed. These DTOs are then be executed as parallel processes, 

under the control of MilramX, enabling multiple transfers to take place at the same time. 

Repository 

The MilramX terminal databases are NOT a repository of long-term information. They are 

simply a store and forward mechanism, albeit one that can have a significant amount of 

intelligence about how it translates data from one system into information bound for another 

system or to be sent to people in the form of text or Email messages to their smart phones. 

This is analogous to an airline hub, where people remain just long enough to catch their on-going 

flights and, hopefully do not leave any baggage once they have transited. This enables a 

relatively small hub terminal building to serve millions of passengers over time. 

In the same way, data in the MilramX terminal database can be automatically pruned of old data 

over time such that the terminal database tables remain small. This is so that new data can 

quickly be stored and retrieved by DTOs, as needed. 

Long term storage and analysis of operational data is done in systems, such as KnarrTek’s 

KnarrOps system, and that of accounting data is done in an Accounting or ERP system. These 

systems each have their own databases, which are suitable for their intended purpose, with data 

exchange between them and other systems being performed via the MilramX hub database. 

The MilramX Hub database does, however, need to be stored in non-volatile memory, such as a 

Solid State Drive, such that data is not lost in the event of a power failure. 
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What is a DTO? 

A DTO is a code object, written in Python, VB.Net or C# that uses calls such as Lookup, 

Fetch, or GetNext to read data records from one system, using interfaces such as an SDK 

API, a web-services interface, such as REST or SOAP, or an ODBC interface to a database. The 

DTO can then use a Store call to write data into a second system. Alternately the DTO can 

make a call to send a message via Email or Text Message to a distribution list of recipients. 

The data objects/records that the DTO reads and writes are in the form of named JSON strings, 

which we call High Level Data Objects or HLDOs. By only having a few calls to read and write 

data and only having to manipulate JSON strings, which contain name:value pairs, MilramX 

dramatically simplifies the writing of DTO code, especially if Python Scripts are used. 

The reading and writing of HLDOs (JSON strings) by means of Lookup, Fetch, 
GetNext, or Store is translated into calls to API code, web-services messages, or ODBC 

calls through a MilramX adaptor. This adaptor uses metadata stored in XML files to check for 

the validity of the data and, in the case of ODBC, to automatically generate the needed SQL code 

on-demand. 

MilramX supports the use of DTO instances, which use the same 

code script but have different Adaptors, to connect to different 

system interfaces. 

DTOs are wrapped in a Windows.exe process along with their 

needed adaptors and other support libraries. This process is then 

run as an independent Windows process, which enables multiple 

transfers to occur at the same time. 

The transfer process, when it first starts running, reads an 

initialization file which contains all the initialization information 

for the adaptors. It then runs the DTO code to carry out the 

designated transfers. 
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Reducing DTO Code Development Time 

If we started with a clean sheet of paper and designed and coded each data object transfer from 

an external system to and from the terminal database from scratch, this would take about 8 hours 

of code development each. This is especially true when you come to recognize that as much as 

80% of the code is devoted to data checking and making sure that bad data from one system does 

not corrupt another system. Most of the remainder of the time comes from dealing with the 

idiosyncrasies of the database structures or web-services interfaces. 

MilramX typically provides over 90% of the needed code pre-built or automatically generated 

by: 

1. Using the Tau-Adaptor rules-based engine to dynamically generate the code needed for 

translating Store, Fetch, and Get Next Record requests into SQL or web-services 

interactions with the external system. This includes performing extensive error checking 

on the data being transferred, based on the metadata rules. 

2. Automatically translating data stored in complex database structures, with many 

indirects, or needing multiple web-services calls, to and from simple High-Level-Data-

Objects (HLDOs) which are essentially named JSON strings, consisting of name:value 

attribute pairs. 

3. Providing a Mapping Rules based mechanism to use rules to automate the translation 

from one HLDO to another. 

4. Providing a mechanism to use Python scripts to convert from one or more source 

HLDOs to one or more target HLDOs, without the business analyst who is writing the 

script needing to know anything about the complex database structures or web-services 

interfaces of the source or target system. 

5. Providing support for sending text or Email messages as the result of a Python DTO 

script being executed. Also providing support for sending files by FTP or as Email 

attachments. 

In this way, we are typically able to reduce the development time per data object to less than two 

hours each plus the time to develop the interface adaptor rules, and any custom adaptor code, for 

each system.  

The HLDO rules and the Mapping rules can be imported into MilramX in the form of Excel 

spread-sheets, through the system administrator’s interface, and then converted to XML 

metadata files for rapid access by the data transfer objects. 

The interface adaptor rules can be separately developed by people who are familiar with each 

system being linked through MilramX, whereas the data transfer scripts and rules can be 

implemented by a business analyst, who is familiar with each organizations business practices. 
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In addition, KnarrTek provides pre-built interface adaptors for the BellHawk operations tracking 

system. These adaptors can use either an ODBC interface when on a common LAN with 

MilramX and the Hub database or BellHawk’s web-services interface when BellHawk is remote. 

Data Transfer Speed 

One of the issues that interface developers quickly run into is that data transfers between systems 

can take a long time and, if these transfers occur one at a time, they can take a very long time. 

To this end, MilramX does the following:  

1. By default, only transfers the latest updates to databases 

or latest data available through web-services interfaces 

and then stores the result in the target database or system. 

2. Enables users to schedule when transfers occur to 

minimize the needed transfers. This is done through a 

web-browser interface provided with MilramX. 

3. Encapsulates data transfer code objects (DTOs), plus 

adaptors and other supporting code into transfer processes 

which can be executed in parallel.  

This is especially beneficial if MilramX is run on a multi-

threaded processor, where the transfer processes can be executed in parallel. 
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MilramX Architecture 

MilramX consists of a number of components which are all run on the same Windows Server, 

Windows Workstation, or Windows IIOT Enterprise based computer: 

• A Control Database in which the scheduling and monitoring information for each of the Data 

Transfer Objects (DTOs) is maintained along with status and any error information for each 

DTO. This database also contains tables such as the Site map which relates multiple 

instances of systems such as BellHawk to the URL/IP addresses through which they can be 

reached. 

• A Web-Browser interface for the system administrator, which enables an IT person to 

remotely monitor MilramX data transfers and intervene when problems arise. The system 

administrator is also notified by Email whenever data transfer errors or other problems arise. 

• A Launcher, which runs continuously as a System Process. It uses the scheduling information 

in the Control data base to decide when to run a DTO. At the scheduled time, the Launcher 

creates an executable process from the Python script or .Net code for the DTO plus all the 

adaptors and supporting code that the DTO needs to interact with an external system and the 

MilramX Hub database and then calls the Windows O/S to run this as a separate process 

from all the other DTOs which may be running at the same time, in parallel. 

• A mechanism, which may be called by a DTO, to send Emails or Text Messages to 

distribution lists alerting the recipients of an event they may need to pay attention to. 

• A mechanism, which may be called by a DTO after creating a file, to send that file as an 

Email attachment or by FTP to a remote computer. 
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• A daily log file. If a DTO encounters an error, it updates its status in the control file to 

indicate the error, which may result in an Email to the systems administrator. The DTO will 

then write details about the error in the daily log file, which can be remotely downloaded by 

the systems administrator. 

Handling Data Transfer Errors 

MilramX is highly reliable when exchanging data between two relational databases over a local 

area network. But, when transfers are made over the Internet, which can drop messages and does 

not have guaranteed delivery, then MilramX should use a store and forward method. 

In this case, the DTOs for the Remote System will keep trying until they succeed in transferring 

the data to or from the MilramX terminal database or they will give up after a specified number 

of retries to try again later, when the DTO is next run. 

When such an error is detected, then an Email message is sent to the MilramX system 

administrator (typically an IT person) who can then remotely access MilramX to further 

investigate the source of the errors. 

In this way we use the terminal database as a store and forward repository, when transferring 

data between two systems, until the transfer can be completed successfully.  

In many cases, such as for the BellHawk operations and inventory tracking system and many 

ERP and accounting systems, both web-services and direct database interfaces are available: 

In this case MilramX can be co-located on a computer on the same LAN as one or the other or 

both systems or run in a separate computer. In this case, having MilramX collocated with at least 

one system where it can use local database access which will improve performance.  
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Multiple Instances 

There are situations where we need to exchange data between multiple BellHawk systems 

running in different manufacturing plants and a single ERP system. 

In thus case we use a separate terminal for each BellHawk, with its own database and set of DTO 

instances. But we use the common BellHawk  BHDEX set of DTO code and simply instantiate 

different sets of DTOs for each BellHawk site, 

Data transferred into their own terminal databases by the ERP and other systems can then be 

written into the appropriate BellHawk terminal database, as a way of transferring this data to one 

or more BellHawk systems or vice versa. Also, interplant transfers can be handled by updating 

the terminal databases for the recipient BellHawk instance. 

For More Information 

For more information about MilramX and KnarrTek’s capabilities and services to implement 

operations tracking and management integration systems, please see www.KnarrTek.com or send 

an Email to Sales@KnarrTek.com or call (774)415-7878. 

http://www.knarrtek.com/
mailto:Sales@KnarrTek.com

